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1 Introduction

IMS uses the IEEE1588-2008 protocol (also known as IEEE1588v2 or PTPv2) to send
timing information between a master timing source (typically GPS) on surface, and mul-
tiple timing slave devices underground, using a standard IP network.

2 Network Requirements

IMS PTP devices send and receive IPv4 multicast1 datagrams over the UDP transport
layer protocol. All PTP devices should ideally be on the same layer 2 network segment
(typically what is referred to as a LAN)2.

IMS PTP devices will register for the dedicated PTP multicast group at IP address 224.0.1.129,
sending and receiving on UDP ports 319 and 320. It is vital that the network infrastructure
between the master device, and all slave devices, allow multicast registration and traffic
on this address and these ports.

Multicast registration is done through the IGMP protocol, however even switches that
are not IGMP-aware will typically allow PTP traffic (multicast datagrams are treated as
broadcasts in this case). If multicast packets are being blocked by a switch, the IGMP
settings (typically called “IGMP snooping”) are likely the cause.

The precise timing requirements of PTP cause it to be generally incompatible with any
networking technology that is not fully-switched and full-duplex. This includes Wi-Fi,
*DSL, or any other technology that relies on multiple access control protocols (where
several devices share the same physical medium)3.

3 Synchronisation Performance

The primary goal of IMS PTP devices is to synchronise clocks between all devices, to less
than 1 microsecond. There are many factors that affect a PTP network’s performance. The
most important factor is Packet Delay Variation (PDV, also known as jitter). If the PDV
becomes too high, the PTP network may fail to synchronise.

The main cause of packet delay variation is variance in the switching time. Switching
time is the small delay that each packet incurs as it is processed by a network device. This
switching time can have a large variance, for example if there are high background traffic
levels (meaning high switch workloads), if the switch is a low performance device (typical
of consumer-grade switches), or if there are too many switches in the path. Therefore,
the number of hops/switches should be kept to a minimum.

1IMS PTP can also run in IPv4 unicast mode, however, multicast is strongly recommended as unicast
is much less efficient.

2PTP can traverse different network segments, but this may require the use of third-party boundary
clock devices.

3The effect of multiple access control protocols on PTP timing can be mitigated with the use of PTP
transparent clocks.
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Figure 1: Example IMS PTP Network

A large path delay (that is, the time it takes for a packet to be delivered) is often, but
not always, an indicator of high PDV. This is because path delay typically increases as
the amount of networking equipment along a network path increases. Note also that any
asymmetry in the network path will negatively affect PTP performance4.

Packet loss should also be avoided. Packet loss is typically caused by noisy or low-quality
links, or switches dropping packets due to high workload.

The use of PTP-enabled switches can help to compensate for high PDV, and allow a
greater number of hops in the path between master and slave.

4The PTP protocol assumes that the path delay between the master and slave is the same in both direc-
tions. Asymmetry in the path will result in a clock offset between master and slave.
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IMS PTP devices are tested to synchronise when the number of hops (network devices)
in the path between master and slave is less than ten, and the network utilisation is less
than 50%, on an 100 Mbit/s network.

4 PTP-Enabled Switches

There are two kinds of PTP-Enabled (IEEE1588v2 compliant) switches: transparent
clocks, and boundary clocks.

A switch acting as a transparent clock takes precise measurements of it’s own switching
time, and then reports these measurements to the PTP devices. This allows the PTP master
and slave to compensate for the effect that the switching time had on each packet’s delay,
ultimately minimising PDV.

A switch acting as a boundary clock has an individual PTP instance running for each
physical port on the switch, and can simultaneously act as a PTP slave on one port, and a
PTP master on the other. A boundary clock can be used to allow PTP timing information
to traverse the boundary of two or more subnets.

Unless using multiple subnets, IMS recommends the use of transparent clocks rather than
boundary clocks, because a transparent clock is much simpler to configure and maintain
than a boundary clock.

5 Testing Your Network

Unfortunately, it is very difficult to quantify network performance requirements that will
guarantee reliable PTP operation. Using the guidelines above (minimising number of non-
PTP-enabled hops and keeping network utilisation below 50% on a 100 Mbit/s network)
is a good start.

The best way to test if a network is suitable for PTP timing and synchronisation is simply
to try, with an IMS PTP master and slave connected to the network at the two network
nodes that need to be tested. The network should be tested for several days, to account
for network load variations.
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